
KBTC/KCKA Issues Programs Report 

Reporting Period July 1, 2022– September 30, 2022 
 

Arts  
Northwest Now 1105 Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release   
Aired 7/8/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
A special look at guitar making in Western Washington and its evolution as a major regional 
industry. 
 
Elmore Leonard: But Don't Try To Write  
Aired 7/12/22 11pm 60 minutes 
As the author of more than 40 novels, Elmore Leonard's work has had a profound influence on 
many American authors and readers. ELMORE LEONARD: BUT DON'T TRY TO WRITE explores 
Leonard's career, body of work, and writing process. The documentary features previously 
unseen home movie footage, family photographs, and in-depth interviews with literary experts 
and those who knew him well, including colleagues, family, and childhood friends. 
 
Hemingway Parts 1-3 
Aired 7/21/22 6:00pm 360 minutes  
Hemingway, a three-part, six-hour documentary film by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, examines 

the visionary work and the turbulent life of Ernest Hemingway, one of the greatest and most 

influential writers America has ever produced. Interweaving his eventful biography — a life 

lived at the ultimately treacherous nexus of art, fame, and celebrity — with carefully selected 

excerpts from his iconic short stories, novels, and non-fiction, the series reveals the brilliant, 

ambitious, charismatic, and complicated man behind the myth, and the art he created.  

Northwest Now 1401 The Lost Salmon   
Aired 8/26/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
Local film maker Shane Anderson discusses his latest project that looks at the declining 
numbers of the spring Chinook salmon up and down the West Coast. 
 
Walter Anderson: The Extraordinary Life And Art Of The Islander  
Aired 8/30/22 11:00pm 60minutes 
WALTER ANDERSON: THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE AND ART OF THE ISLANDER explores the 
fascinating life and unique art of Walter Anderson (1903-1965). He was a painter, potter, and 
sculptor whose genius was realized only after the posthumous discovery of hundreds of 
previously unknown works. 
 
 



Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
Independent Lens 2302 Ferguson Rises 
Aired 8/2/22 11:00pm 90 minutes  
Michael Brown Sr.'s son was killed in 2014 by white police officer Darren Wilson, an event that 
fueled the global Black Lives Matter movement. But his personal story seeking justice and 
healing has not been told until now. 
 
College Behind Bars Pts. 1-4 
Aired 8/4/22 6:00pm 240 minutes  
Explore the transformative power of education through the eyes of a dozen incarcerated men 
and women trying to earn college degrees -- and a chance at new beginnings -- from one of the 
country's most rigorous prison education programs. 
 
Driving While Black  
Aired 8/4/22 10:00pm 120 minutes  
Discover how the advent of the automobile brought new freedoms and new perils for African 
Americans on the road in this deep look into the dynamics of race, space and mobility in 
America over time. 
 
Northwest Now 1403 New Tacoma Police Chief  
Aired 9/9/22 7:30pm 30 minutes  
New police chief Avery Moore discusses plans to address Tacoma's wave of violence.   
 
Independent Lens 2307 Missing In Brooks County 
Aired 9/13/22 11:00pm 90 minutes  
Migrants go missing in rural South Texas more than anywhere else in the U.S. For many families 
whose loved ones have disappeared after crossing the Mexico border, one activist detective is 
their last hope. 
 
Independent Lens 2401 Hazing 
Aired 9/20/22 11:00pm 90 minutes Filmmaker Byron Hurt embarks on a deeply personal 
journey to understand the underground rituals of hazing, revealing the abuse and the lengths 
college students will go to fit in. 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Economy/Employment 
Amanpour and Company 5003 
Aired 7/6/22 12:00am 16 minutes  
With record high inflation rates around the world and skyrocketing gas prices, the risk of a 
recession is on the minds of many. In a recent article for The Washington Post, financial 
columnist Michelle Singletary offered seven ways to prepare for a recession. She joins Michel 
Martin to explain.  
 
Amanpour and Company 5023 
Aired 8/3/22 12:30am 16 minutes 
The senate is expected to vote this week on the climate and healthcare bill known as the 
Inflation Reduction Act. A group of top economists has penned a letter praising the bill, saying it 
will lower prices for American consumers. Larry Summers agrees – and even helped convince 
Sen. Manchin to support it. Summers speaks discusses this bill and how to fight inflation 
without triggering a recession. 
 
Amanpour and Company 5046 
Aired 9/22/22 12:00am 19 minutes 
Jennifer Berkshire, co-author of “A Wolf at the Schoolhouse Door,” offers an insider perspective 
on America’s teacher shortage. 
 
To The Contrary With Bonnie Erbe 3129 
Aired 9/23/22 3:30am 30 minutes  
President Biden recently announced student loan debt relief for millions of Americans, 
attracting both praise and criticism. How did American students become so burdened with debt 
in the first place? Josh Mitchell is a reporter for The Wall Street Journal and his new book "The 
Debt Trap" traces the roots and explosive growth of the $1.7 trillion student debt behemoth. 
 
Amanpour and Company 5059 
Aired 9/22/22 12:00am 18 minutes 
Jennifer Berkshire, co-author of “A Wolf at the Schoolhouse Door,” offers an insider perspective 
on America’s teacher shortage. 
 
Amanpour and Company 5064 
Aired 9/28/22 12:00am 17 minutes 
Labor unions are back in the spotlight, with President Biden recently reaching a deal to avert a 
potentially damaging rail strike. Liz Shuler is the president of the AFL-CIO, which represents 
over 12 million workers, and she joins Michel Martin to discuss what lies ahead for America’s 
labor force. 
 
 



Education 

American Veteran 103 
Aired 7/28/22 7:30pm 60 minutes 
Hollywood war stories seem to end with the hero's triumphant return, but in reality, the road 
back to civilian life is often less certain. Hosted by actor, Vietnam War veteran and Native 
American activist Wes Studi.  
 
American Veteran 104 
Aired 7/28/22 11:30pm 60 minutes 
Veterans reflecting on their service ask how we -- veterans and civilians together -- can move 
America forward. Hosted by Army veteran, actor and motivational speaker J. R. Martinez. 
 
College Behind Bars Pts. 1-4 
Aired 8/4/22 6:00pm 240 minutes  
Explore the transformative power of education through the eyes of a dozen incarcerated men 
and women trying to earn college degrees -- and a chance at new beginnings -- from one of the 
country's most rigorous prison education programs. 
 
Northwest Now 1402 Back to School   
Aired 9/2/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
The challenges of low test scores, school safety and teacher shortages are discussed as the new 
school year begins. 
 
Independent Lens 2401 Hazing 
Aired 9/20/22 11:00pm 90 minutes Filmmaker Byron Hurt embarks on a deeply personal 
journey to understand the underground rituals of hazing, revealing the abuse and the lengths 
college students will go to fit in. 
 
Northwest Now 1304 News Matters   
Aired 9/23/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
The current state of journalism and its future is discussed. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Environment/Nature/Natural Disaster 

 
Golden Eagles: Witnesses to a Changing West 
Aired 7/5/22 7:00pm 60 minutes  
"Golden Eagles: Witnesses to a Changing West" takes you in the field with eagle researchers in 
Wyoming as they strive to discover how the birds are adapting to the many challenges facing 
them, from climate change to sprawl, lead poisoning to energy development. Rappel into eagle 
nests; go behind the scenes at wildlife rehabilitation centers; and hear stories of Indigenous 
peoples' connections to the magnificent golden eagle. 
 
Northwest Now 704 Saving the Salmon 
Aired 7/29/22 7:30pm 30 minutes  
The Salmon population has been diminishing at an alarming rate due to growth in human 
population and industrialization. Northwest Now travels to all corners of Western Washington 
to meet with local tribal members and fish experts to discuss what's being done to help 
produce higher salmon numbers. 
 
Northwest Now 1009  Shorelines of Stone 
Aired 8/5/22 7:30pm 30 minutes  
In this special edition of Northwest Now we get out of the studio and into the community to 
take a closer look at how progress on the land is hurting the life in the waters of Puget Sound. 
 
Northwest Now 1213 Picking Up The Past 
Aired 8/12/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
The past usage of Creosote as a marine wood preservative and its negative impact on the Hood 
Canal ecosystem is examined. 
 
Northwest Now 1309 Making the Connections 
Aired 8/19/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
From climate change to toxins, there are hundreds of species directly threatened by declining 
water quality in Puget Sound. 
 
The Lost Salmon 
Aired 8/30/22 7:30pm 60 minutes 
The Lost Salmon, chronicles the plight and potential recovery of the iconic spring chinook 
salmon of the Pacific Northwest. Faced with extinction in many river systems of the West, a 
new genetic discovery could aid in their recovery. Once teaming in the millions along the west 
coast and a sacrament for the oldest civilizations in the Americas, time is running out for the 
genetically distinct wild springers and the new genetic discovery could lead to their protection 
under the Endangered Species Act. 
 

 



Health/Healthcare 
 
Poison Squad: American Experience 
Aired 9/1/22 6:00pm 120 minutes  
Discover the forgotten heroes who fought for food safety at the turn of the 20th century. 
Unusual experiments and tireless advocacy led by a government chemist changed the way 
Americans thought about food, health and consumer safety forever. 
 
Hiding In Plain Sight 101 &102 
Aired 9/20/22 6:00pm 240 minutes 
This series takes a look at the experiences of young people living with mental health conditions 
with a focus on the importance of awareness and compassion. HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT shines a 
light on what life looks like for these young people as well as for the parents, teachers, friends, 
and healthcare providers in their lives.  
 
Mayo Clinic: Faith Hope Science 
Aired 9/22/22 6:00pm 120 minutes 
Take a look at how the Mayo Clinic, which is "world renowned for its medical arts," has met the 
changing demands of healthcare for 150 years, and what it can teach us about facing the 
challenges of patient care today. 
 
Facing Suicide 
Aired 9/22/22 8:00pm 90 minutes  
Explore the powerful stories of those impacted by suicide-one of America's most urgent health 
crises-and journey to the front lines of research with scientists whose work is leading to better 
prevention and treatment. 
 
Scattering CJ 
Aired 9/22/22 9:30pm 60 minutes  
When a heartbroken mom asked the world to help honor the memory of her beloved elder son, 
the loss of one became the journey of many. Scattering CJ is the story of how one mother's 
unexpected effort to heal unleashes the innate goodness of humanity. 
 
Losing Lambert: A Journey Through Survival & Hope 
Aired 9/22/22 10:30pm 30 minutes 
Kathy O'Hern Fowler, who lost her 16-year-old son to suicide in 1995, spent years struggling 
with the loss and grief. However, the life-altering experience led her to advocate for other 
parents who tragically find themselves in the same position. The touching and insightful LOSING 
LAMBERT: A JOURNEY THROUGH SURVIVAL & HOPE explores the heart-rending questions left in 
the wake of suicide, interviews parents struggling to cope with the pain and stigma, and offers 
hope for the future of suicide prevention.  
 
 



Speaking Grief 
Aired 9/22/22 11:00pm 60 minutes 
SPEAKING GRIEF explores why the pain of losing a loved one can be so difficult to understand 
and discuss. The film interviews grieving families from across the U.S., whose losses range from 
stillbirth to suicide, to address common misconceptions about grief. Through candid personal 
stories and conversations with experts in the grief field, the film also presents ideas for how 
family and friends can better support each other through loss. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



History 
Northwest Now 1014 Earthrise 
Aired 7/1/22 7:30pm  30 minutes  
Pacific Northwest resident and retired astronaut Bill Anders recounts his role in the 1968 Apollo 
8 mission to the moon, and its significance leading up to the moon landing. 
 
Northwest Now 906 The Casket Maker 
Aired 7/15/22 7:30pm 30 minutes  
On Vashon Island a former wooden boat maker turns personal tragedy into a new business and 
helps us all contemplate the way we approach and manage death. 
 
Secrets of the Dead 1804 Viking Warrior Queen 
Aired 7/13/22 7:00pm 60 minutes 
Join a team of archaeologists as they examine one of the most significant Viking graves ever 
found and test the DNA of the remains of the female warrior buried inside, rewriting our 
understanding of Viking society. 
 
Hemingway Parts 1-3 
Aired 7/21/22 6:00pm 360 minutes  
Hemingway, a three-part, six-hour documentary film by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, examines 

the visionary work and the turbulent life of Ernest Hemingway, one of the greatest and most 

influential writers America has ever produced. Interweaving his eventful biography — a life 

lived at the ultimately treacherous nexus of art, fame, and celebrity — with carefully selected 

excerpts from his iconic short stories, novels, and non-fiction, the series reveals the brilliant, 

ambitious, charismatic, and complicated man behind the myth, and the art he created.  

Secrets of the Dead 1605 The Women in the Iron Coffin 
Aired 7/20/22 7:00pm 60 minutes 
Follow a team of forensic experts as they investigate the preserved remains of a young African 
American woman from 19th century New York and reveal the little-known story of early 
America's free black communities. 
 
 

 

 

 



Politics/Military/Government 
Northwest Now 613 Home Washington   
Aired 7/22/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
Northwest Now visits the village of Home, Washington- once a turn of the century anarchist 
colony, now a town steeped in the rich history of the progressive culture predominant in 
Western Washington today. 
 
Blossom: Diaries Of The Next Greatest Generation 
Aired 7/28/22 7:00pm 90 minutes 
During World War II, troops would look up and say, "Here come the Sky Blossoms" - 
paratroopers rushing to their aid. Today, a new generation is answering that call for help. The 
documentary SKY BLOSSOM: DIARIES OF THE NEXT GREATEST GENERATION captures their 
stories. 
 
American Veteran 101 
Aired 7/28/22 8:30pm 60 minutes 
As recruits take the oath to serve, they leave the civilian world to become a soldier, sailor, 
marine, airman or woman. This is the start of their transformation. Narrated by TV host and 
former Marine Drew Carey. 
 
Women and The Vote  
Aired 8/23/22 11:00pm 60 minutes 
On November 3, 2020, local filmmakers at five New York cemeteries in Rochester, the Bronx, 
Auburn, Buffalo, and Sleepy Hollow interviewed visitors about why they chose to honor the 
suffragists buried there, their reasons for voting, and their vision for the country. Their 
perspectives capture the excitement and concern present during a historic election year and 
spotlight the need for respectful civil discourse to unite a divided nation. WOMEN AND THE 
VOTE interweaves these present-day interviews with rich historical elements to generate 
connections between New York's suffragist legacy and contemporary voters. Archival footage 
and images of early suffragist marches and pickets combine with voice actor readings of 
speeches and writings to help bridge the past and present.  
 
Northwest Now 1404 Secretary of State Race   
Aired 9/30/22 7:30pm 30 minutes 
Washington Secretary of State candidates Steve Hobbs and Julie Anderson discuss this year's 
race. 
 
 
 
  

 



Science/Technology 
NOVA 4419 Extreme Animal Weapons 
Aired 8/2/22 8:00pm 60 minutes 
Explore the secrets that underlie nature's battleground. Every animal has some kind of weapon, whether 
claws or horns, fangs or stings. But why are some armaments huge and extreme, far beyond any 
practical need? 

 
NOVA 4220 Making North America: Origins 
Aired 8/23/22 8:00pm 60 minutes 
See the epic 3-billion-year story of how our continent came to be. From palm trees that once flourished 
in Alaska to huge eruptions that nearly tore the Midwest in two, discover how forces of almost 
unimaginable power gave birth to North America. 

 
NOVA 4221 Making North America: Life 
Aired 8/30/22 8:00pm 60 minutes 
Discover the surprising intertwined story of life and the landscape in North America-from origins to 
iconic dinosaurs to giant marine reptiles swimming in an ancient sea that once split the continent in two. 

 
NOVA 4222 Making North America: Human 
Aired 9/6/22 8:00pm 60 minutes 
From Ice Age to oil boom, discover the challenges faced and the wealth uncovered as humans take over 
the continent. How did we turn rocks into riches? And what catastrophic natural disasters could 
threaten the civilization we've built? 

 
 
 
NOVA 4909  Ship That Changed The World 
Aired 9/13/22 8pm 60 minutes  
Some five centuries ago, a major revolution overturned traditional ship designs. Since the 

Roman era, ship builders in Europe and the Mediterranean had been turning out the same tried 

and true designs and engineering techniques. And then, in the 15th century, within the span of 

a few short years, ships were transformed from small coastal-bound transports into massive 

ocean-going vessels capable of long-distance exploration. The great Native American 

civilizations were brought down by invading colonists and European diseases. And once regular 

trans-oceanic travel became feasible, everything changed. Powerful navies arose and fought for 

supremacy over the land and sea.  

 

 

 



Women/Minorities/DEI 
American Experience: Roberto Clemente 
Aired 7/14/22 7:00pm 60 minutes  
Roberto Clemente is an in-depth look at an exceptional baseball player and committed 
humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination to become baseball’s first Latino superstar. 
Featuring interviews with Pulitzer Prize-winning authors David Maraniss and George F. Will, 
Clemente’s wife Vera, Baseball Hall of Famer Orlando Cepeda, and former teammates, the 
documentary presents an intimate and revealing portrait of a man whose passion and grace 
made him a legend. 
 
In Their Own Words 102 Muhammad Ali 
Aired 7/19/22 11:00pm 60 minutes  
Follow Muhammad Ali's path from a gym in Louisville to boxing successes, conversion to Islam, 

opposition to the draft, exile from the ring, comeback fights, Parkinson's disease and his 

inspirational re-emergence at the Atlanta Olympics. 

Roadtrip Nation: Native Way Forward 
Aired 7/26/22 11:00pm 90 minutes  
TV and film have long depicted Native Americans in the past tense. It's time to shine a light on 
the present-day experiences of Native young adults - and explore what's possible for their 
futures. In ROADTRIP NATION: NATIVE AMERICAN ROADTRIP, Native leaders are telling their 
stories in their own words and illuminating the path for Native youth everywhere. Follow the 
journey of three Native young adults as they road-trip across the country to explore the 
possibilities.  
 
Independent Lens 2302 Ferguson Rises 
Aired 8/2/22 11:00pm 90 minutes  
Michael Brown Sr.'s son was killed in 2014 by white police officer Darren Wilson, an event that 
fueled the global Black Lives Matter movement. But his personal story seeking justice and 
healing has not been told until now. 
 
Women and The Vote  
Aired 8/23/22 11:00pm 60 minutes 
On November 3, 2020, local filmmakers at five New York cemeteries in Rochester, the Bronx, 
Auburn, Buffalo, and Sleepy Hollow interviewed visitors about why they chose to honor the 
suffragists buried there, their reasons for voting, and their vision for the country. Their 
perspectives capture the excitement and concern present during a historic election year and 
spotlight the need for respectful civil discourse to unite a divided nation. WOMEN AND THE 
VOTE interweaves these present-day interviews with rich historical elements to generate 
connections between New York's suffragist legacy and contemporary voters. Archival footage 
and images of early suffragist marches and pickets combine with voice actor readings of 
speeches and writings to help bridge the past and present.  


